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The effect of spin on the intensity and polarization of the radiation produced in a ferrite by a 
charged particle with intrinsic magnetic moment is considered by quantum electrodynamic 
methods. The radiation is analyzed near threshold. 

THE Cerenkov radiation produced by electrons, 
and its polarization, have been studied by anum
ber of authors;1- 5 a number of other authors have 
considered the radiation due to a" super luminal" 
magnetic moment. 6• 7 In this note we consider the 
"mixed" case, i.e., the radiation from a charged 
particle with intrinsic magnetic moment. 

As is well known, the operator associated with 
the energy of interaction between a charged par
ticle, having intrinsic magnetic moment, and an 
electromagnetic field in a medium, is given by 

W = e (~A)+ fLo {p3 (a B) + p2 (a E)}, (1) 

where p3, p2, a, and u are Dirac matrices. The 
vector potential A for the quantized transverse 
electromagnetic field in a medium characterized 
by E ( w) and J.l. ( w) can be written in the form8 

A = L -'f, ~ (2-::c"h j x)'1' [a exp (- ic'xt -: iltr) 

+aT exp (ic'xt- iu)], (2) 

where c" = c'J.J., c' = c/n, n = -.fE;i and liK is the 
momentum of the photon. 

In order to investigate the polarization of the 
radiation, we separate the amplitude of the vector 
potential into two components:9 

a= a2 + a3 = ~zq2 + ~:lq3, 
~2 oc= [ x"x kO] I ·v·I - ( y,OkO)\ ~3 = [ xnxp2j (3) 

for linear polarization and 
a= a1 + a-1 = ~1q1 -, P-1 q-I• 

V2?). = ~2 + D-~3 (1- =I, -I) (4) 

for circular polarization. Here K0 = K/ K, k0 = k/k, 
and the qj (j = 2, 3, 1, -1) are the quantum
mechanical operators of the vector potential A. 

If there are no photons at the initial time, the 
interaction-energy operator (cf. Eq. 1) becomes 
W,:\- = L-'!'~(2rrc"h/x}'f'exp {i(c' xt- ltr)} 

X {e(~ah -if-t0 [p3 (a [xxatl) -1- zn- 1 p2{aaJ)l}, (5) 

where multiple photon production has been neglected. 
Using perturbation-theory methods, we can find 

the radiation probability for a charged particle with 
intrinsic magnetic moment:4 

W1=c~ ~ RTRA.k'+xo(K'+x!n--K), 
k'," 

(6) 

where lik, cliK, and lik', cliK' are the momen
tum and energy of the particle before and after it 
radiates, and lik0 /c is the particle mass. Com
puting the necessary matrix elements in Eq. (6), 10 

we can obtain an expression for the radiation inten
sity per unit path for the case of linear polarization 
(j=2,3): 

Here 

Ws,s'- ws,s' ...:. w~·'' .l. ws,s' 
Jtot-- feb ' 1m , 1 cr. 

W s, s' _ e}-Lo \ ( ) 1in2W 3 ~.rj..::=-[f! {( 1 _ -2) 
Jcm- 2 .\ P· w pc• ~ r , n 

cos 6.;;1 

(7) 

+ ss'~ [I + n-2 - (2 1 ~n) cos a- 2 (j- 2) n-2 sin2 0]} dw; 

and wj\~~ and wj•-%_ are the radiation intensities 
for the charge and magnetic moment respectively; 
these have been found earlier;7•11 

~ Jt2n2w2 ''1inw ]-'f, ·J 1rnw -9 e = li + - .. - --__ cos e , coso c., -B + -. - c 1 -- n ·>. 
p2c· pc . n .!.pc 

In what follows we will consider only the cross 
s s' term Wj 'cr· 

If the spin orientation is unknown before and 
after emission of the photon and the total radiation 
intensity is measured, then we must average over 
initial spin states and sum over final spin states 
in Eq. (7); this procedure yields 

~• ( ) hn'w 3 ~~I --- ,;·., (I - 2 ) d 
'J. c•J -._-- r - )- -- n <•J , I pc·l ;i • 

(8) 
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whence it is apparent that the polarization is not 
linear. In the relativistic or classical approxima
tions, the cross term Wj cr tends toward zero, 
in complete agreement with the classical theory. 

It follows from Eq. (7) that close to threshold 
(cos e ~ 1) the intensity is given by 

, ep. \ 1in2w3 ,r--
1\7/~r = c!'- j :1. (w) pc•j3 r I- ~ 2 (I- n-2) 

cos O.<;;t 

X(l- ss') dw (j = 2, 3). (9) 

Whence wfi>,s' = 0 for ss' = + 1·, for ss' = -1, • J cr 
however, 

that is to say, the radiation near threshold is asso
ciated with a spin flip, a pure quantum effect. The 
fact that the threshold radiation is finite is a con
sequence of this quantum effect. 

Using similar techniques we can obtain an ex
pression for the radiation intensity per unit path 
in the case of circular polarization 

Ws,s'- ws,s' + ws,s' + ws,s' 
/tot- /ch /m /cr (j = I,- I), (11) 

where 
\VJs, s' ___ ep.0 ,,. ( ) 1in• w' 1 r-1 --r. 2 {< 1 • 
¥I cr :! • :L (o) pc•j3 r - fl - n--) 

cos~<t 

[ ' 1tnw'" 
x I + js cos 6- js' ~~cos 6 - Pc) J 

+ ss'~ [I + tC2 - :n cos 0 -n-2 sin26 ]} dw. 

Using Eq. (11), we can determine the threshold 
radiation for a particle with oriented spin: 

w•·s' = ep.o \ ( )1tn2w3,ri-[J2 
I cr 2 J fL W pc4~ r J 

cos B.<;; I 

x(l-n-2)(1 +js)(l-ss')dw. (12) 

It will be apparent that near threshold the radiation 
is associated with a spin flip; for a flux of particles 
characterized by spin s = + 1, the radiation near 

threshold exhibits right-circular polarization ( j 
= + 1 ) while if s = - 1 it exhibits left-circular 
polarization (j = -1 ), since Wj•g; ~ 0 only 
when js = + 1. 

It should be noted that the radiation described 
by Eq. (8) is not polarized, because we have aver
aged over initial spin states so that particles char
acterized by s = + 1 and s = -1 make equal con
tributions. 

In conclusion, the author wishes to express his 
gratitude to Professor A. A. Sokolov for guidance 
in this work and to Yu. M. Loskutov for discussion 
of the results. 
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